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OUR DlFFEllENCES 

ces of the foreign ·sahib,' and therefore, will 
never carry on a revolutionary fight for 
national liberation. ''The sahib will never 
de-colonise India" of the workers and 
peasants but nor will the Indian bourgeoisie 
lead the people to national freedom. And 
this must be courageously told and clearly 
demonstrated to the workers and peasants 
to make them consC'ious of their historic 
mission. Comrade Kuusinen or any other 
comrade will search in vain to detect me e\'er 
spreading the illusion among the workers 
and peasants that "the sahib will de-colo
nise" the:rp.. On the contrary, what Comrade 
Kuusinen to-day says about the historic 
mission of the Indian workers and peasants, 
I began propagating years ago when �ot a 
few leading comrades entertained illusions 
about the role of the nationalist bourgeoisie .. 
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A LETTER TO THE COMMUNIST 
INTI�RNATIONAL* 

We deeply deplore the disunity among 
the proletarian revolutionaries in this 
country. We are numerically weak, but are 
called upon to perform a tremendous task 
under very difficult and delicate conditions. 
A strong (qualitatively), well organised, 
clearsighted, cleverly led Communist Party is 
the crying need of the situation of this 
country. .Elements to go into the rise of 
such a party are there, though still largely in 
the form of raw material. Nevertheless, 
even to-day there is no such party. The 
Communist Party of India is a small sect, 
isolated from the political life of the country. 
As such, it is utterly unable to influence the 
situation. This woeful position is the result 
of the mistaken tactical line followed ever 
since 1929_. 

Keenly conscious of the magnitude of 
the �:_�k confronting the Indian proletariat, 

·•Written in 193.5, uefore the VII \Vorld Congress, th;
resolution of which must hum been influenced by the facts 
reported in the rlocumPnt-M. N. R. 
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